
ROSH HASHANAH MESSAGE for 2020  

“ASH, ASH and More ASH ...“  

 

On 7/31/2016, I received a writing*:  “… You (my husband and I) are prepared in ways few understand.  

Knowledge is scattered and accessibility is hidden—only for those who have great understanding and desire to find.  

Debbie, I want My people to have access to knowledge and understanding that both you and (my husband’s 

name) have—consolidated and accessible.  Each of you is unique in your area of greatest understanding; it is My 

desire that what you know be made available to any of My children who desire to understand, presented in a way of 

empowering them and not fear.”   “Practical Prepping, God’s Way” was developed and launched 8/23/2016.    In 

addition, the first message was added to the website on Valentine’s Day, 2019 and since then portions of over 115 

writings have been shared in messages, as a result of a Directive received on 3/14/2019: “… It is time for what has 

been hidden to be shared as was intended. … Remember, this is My message to be shared as I allow it to be shared.  

When life as lived it ceases, My people, those who have been given/received the message know I LOVE THEM.  

They will be My Compassion Warriors and Warriorettes who will have been trained in the same manner with the 

same plan.  They will have the beginning, the middle, and the end.  Everything they need to thrive during the crisis 

will be found at one place.  Your Directive is to tell them.  Tell them how much I Love You and tell them how 

much I Love Them”. 

 

As I have shared in a previous message, 4/17/2020, titled, “I love the Cross and the Passover Messages…,” the time 

of the  Jewish Holy Days (Fall Feasts) are times when I have been given special instructions or events regarding my 

life and this website and therefore, empower you.   In fact, as I have shared, I made the greatest decision of my life 

in 1988 during the “Ten Days of Awe” between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur when  I asked Jesus to come into 

my heart and become my Lord and Savior.   For other events or launchings of the website during this time of the 

year, please read the message dated 4/17/2020.    

 

Every year, at this time, I wait with great anticipation and eagerness for what the Lord will share.   It is a very 

special time for me.   There is always Divine Instructions and guidance given at this time of year.  This year Rosh 

Hashanah began on September 18.   I waited till 9/20/2020 when I received this writing.   It wasn’t at all what I 

anticipated.  It left me very sad.   When I received the writing, I decided to look at other Rosh Hashanah writings in 

the past and that was when I found another writing similar to this one, dated,  9/17/2015.   

 

As per the Directive I have shared above, from the latest writing, 9/20/20:  “… Debbie, Do you hear me?  Do you 

hear me, Debbie?  Do you really, really hear me?  Listen, Debbie, Listen, Listen, Listen.  Can you hear?  Debbie, if 

you listen you will hear what very few can hear.  Debbie, Do you hear it?  It is as if the winds are bringing what 

few understand.  It’s in the winds that blow across your nation.  The winds carry the stench of wildfires from the 

Northwest.  The Northwest is covered in ash; ash, ash, and more ash as the fires rage and race across the forests/

land as you have never known before.  And the wind carries the ash across the nation from coast to coast.  This is 

the way that it blankets your nation in darkness—cloud of ash rising into the sky and carried—coating areas far 

from the fires with ash. 

 

Debbie, what you see, now, is only the beginning.  Debbie, you and (my husband’s name) have prepared but soon; 

very, very soon, the clouds of ash will rise from the cities with the tall buildings collapsing into onerous heaps of 

concrete and the ash will travel for miles.  What was blue with white clouds will turn to dark; blanketing the sky.  

Just as the ash from the wildfires travel from coast to coast, so will the ash  - dark/blanket   - cover your nation.    

    



 I have sent warnings.  Debbie, they continue as if I don’t exist.  I want you to know what is coming.  I don’t want 

you to be surprised.  This is not a time for you to travel or take chances.  Continue to shelter in.  This is not for you 

to get caught “unsuspecting.”  It is a time to be watchful.  … For now, prepare as you have never prepared before.  

Prepare for the blanketing of ash.” 

 

From 9/17/2015:  “… When life as lived it ceases, you and (my husband’s name) will be in the place that I have 

brought you to.  You will have all you need.  You will be all you need to be.  You are one unit; one without the 

other is unable to finish the work that has begun in your lives for My Kingdom.  Do you not know I have the ability 

to guide and direct those who are listening to make decisions that are best for them?  Listen, Debbie.  Listen with 

your whole heart.  Listen with your heart filled with Hope.  When life as lived it ceases, there will be little of what 

was to known, to work.   When life as lived it ceases, there will be little to no Hope as those who remain will be 

filled with doubt and desperation, not knowing that I still LOVE THEM.  Debbie, you once endured such a time; it 

was as if you died, but you still remained on the planet.  … When life as lived it ceases, hearts will be filled 

overflowing with “dis” with just a tiny spark burning with My love.   (words that begin with “dis” - disappointment, 

disillusionment, discouragement, etc.)   When life as lived it ceases, I will ignite that tiny spark in My people as I 

did you and they will begin to see possibilities and plans never before seen.   When life as lived it ceases, those who 

know you/knew you will seek you to find out how you both knew and prepared and they did not.  This will be the 

beginning of the next part of your journey. 

 

They will be engulfed in the stench of ash, ash, ash that covered your land even after the ash has been washed 

away.  The life they once lived will plague/haunt them as a ghost, but it will be elusive and never to be again.   

They will be clueless as to know how to continue to live their lives.  But just as you, they will have the guidance 

and direction of the Holy Spirit to provide them with counsel as they follow the Lord Jesus across the wilderness, 

having their hearts cleansed and purified and growing in knowledge, understanding, and wisdom with each step. 

 

… Share with them all that pours from your heart.  Be to them what I have been through these writings to you.  Be/

show them there is Manna to be carried by the basketfuls every day and shared in the form of tidbits of knowledge 

and morsels of understanding.  And, they must sip of the cups of pain and sorrow and suffering, but they can gorge 

on My cup of Compassion/Love for them.   And when poured out, to be refilled to the brim.  … Watch for the fire 

that falls from the sky and My love/power poured out on My people.”  

 

From the writing on page one of this message, 9/20/20:  “… It is a time to be watchful….”  I have found that 

numbers have great significance/importance in God’s Kingdom, as well as patterns  - some of the things we are 

watching.   As a result of listening to Rabbi Jonathan Cahn, I learned this was the 400th anniversary of the voyage 

of the Mayflower.  In fact, I researched www.history.com and found that the Mayflower’s “passengers prepared to 

begin their new settlement, Plymouth Colony” on December 18, 1620  - a new way of living their lives.  The 

Israelites were in Egypt for 400 years.   Most folks in the USA do not realize that God sees them as captive to the 

world system.   Therefore, the world system must collapse in order to set them free (a new way of living our lives.) 

Could 2020 be a “Year of Jubilee” for the USA?  50 years x 8 = 400 years?  Other significant events around 

December 17 & 18:  Last day of Hanukah, 2020.  Catholic folks especially will know of the importance of the 

message of the “Children of Fatima”  occurring  December 17 in 1917.    Another, the anniversary of Kim Jung Il’s 

death (father to Kim Jung Un of North Korea)  is December 17  - He died in 2011.       

 

From December 17, 2019  (12/17/2019):  “…. This was never My plan for My people.  I did not cause this to be.  

Your nation is broken/fractured in ways of deception  - far from any way that any man has the ability to fix.  They 

know not Me.  They know not My ways.  They know only of the ways of selfish self-centeredness.  My heart 

breaks  for what My people will endure.  Debbie, it could never happen, but it did.  And, it came as a complete 

surprise and the people of your nation was caught “unsuspecting.” 



So, Rise, Debbie.  Rise above what you will see as devastation and destruction.  Rise with your heart fixed on Me 

and My love for both you and (my husband’s name) and My people. … Tell them it was not I that caused this 

destruction and devastation to overpower their joy and happiness at this time of year.  It was those who were 

consumed by evil  - one’s that were chosen who know nothing of My love for My people, who know nothing of 

My love for all mankind, who know nothing of My sacrifice on the Cross  - they know only of training for war, 

equipping for war and doing their part in the destruction of your nation to rise to a position and power of high 

respect among all nations.” 

 

And, from the 9/20/20 writing:  “...For now, prepare as you have never prepared before. …”  A confirmation 

from a message dated 4/23/2020 (in the midst of disruptions of Covid-19):  “… You see, you see you share with 

one person, but you have to remember from the website, you share around the globe.  You forget all you share as 

you sit in isolation and seclusion that My messages reach to places that you know not exists.  You reach into hearts 

that desire all you have to share and more.  This is the place that those who turn their backs on you do not 

understand.  You anguish over those who avoid/ignore you and you fail to remember those who seek to know all 

you know and return not just one time, but many, many times to learn what else you may share. 

 

What does a man gain if He gains the whole world and loses his soul?  This is the plight of the masses.  You see, 

Debbie, they seek that which satisfies their longings.  They seek after what provides them with convenience and 

entertainment.  And what do you seek?  You seek what they cannot give you.  And then you seek what only I have 

to give you.  You see you have peace in the midst of what others see as disruption and despair.  For you, it is a time 

to think on My ways, to learn new ways of living your life out of abundance—not of “limits” and scarcity.  My 

ways are not for you to fret and worry and deceive others to get what you want/need.  I will provide from the  

abundance  that you have already prepared from.  When others are consumed with the ways of the world, you and 

(my husband’s name) were preparing from the abundance provided.   Whether it was stocking up while food was 

available, to gathering in all you needed to process  - all the vegetables from your garden, developing skills you 

didn’t have, acquiring tools and equipment necessary to process food.  While they were consumed with 

convenience and entertainment and pleasure,  you and (your husband’s name) were reaping the abundance and now 

the abundance is becoming less and less.  This is the plight of My people.” 

 

From a writing dated 3/12/2020:  “… That which can bring a global population to a complete halt has been 

unleashed.  There are those …. They think they are able to hold back something that is so powerful, yet so tiny that 

is only seen using a microscope  - it can topple nations and those who think they are so far advanced in knowledge 

are left pummeled under the weight of something so minute.  But this is the way man thinks.  He thinks he has the 

ability to hold back what he has not the ability to understand.  … The crushing wave will come to your nation.  … 

Soon, what you have gathered in as plenty will be little to none.  And then the wave that causes this one to 

cower in comparison will come.  … You must shield and shelter against their effects.  It is a time of great pain 

and sorrow for those especially who have not followed My leading.  For those who are always watching, always 

preparing, always ready, it will be the beginning of all they have been created to be/do. …” 

 

From the 9/20/20 writing:  “… the clouds of ash will rise from the cities with the tall buildings collapsing into 

onerous heaps of concrete and the ash will travel for miles. …”   This is why we prepare for Fall Out from 

radiation.  

 

This website is not about “warning;” this website is about “Awakening” which is defined in messages at this 

website.  Above all, its purpose is to share God’s love for His people.  The horrific events to happen are from “evil 

to unleash its fury on the “unsuspecting” using “men who are deceived by evil.”   Seek the Lord with your whole 

Heart, Mind, and Soul, and let Him guide your path.  Be Prepared!      Debbie 

*Writings— I have over 40 lbs. of Legal size yellow tablet paper of handwritten writings provided to me by the Lord  through the Holy Spirit. 


